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OPTIONAL - What are your hopes and dreams as we navigate our future growth of student enrollment?
A strong budget,
Maintain a balanced budget without adding burdomsome increase in taxes.
Enough funds to continue to grow with our community and future needs for our children to have the best opportunities
moving forward.
I didn't get a good understanding on the plans to increase the budget. I just hope the teacher's pay and benefits aren't
affected.
I would say the most stressful portion of this is keeping a sustainable budget.
stay ahead financially for the future without over spending
Sustainable budget with controlled growth
Sustainable budget,
That budgets are maintained without personal taxes implemented.
During the budget section, I noticed that about a quarter of the district's income goes toward payments on outstanding
debt. I would love for the district to have a goal to work toward debt reduction, which would hopefully free up additional
capacity in the budget long-term.
We need to be able to sustain our own budget.
small class sizes across grade levels
Best case scenario for all is to keep teacher to student ratio under control. Allow teachers the freedom to be creative
with the tools they need to teach.
Class size stays small
Class sizes need to be a focus with student enrollment and teacher retention.
Class sizes remain small and make more electives available for all high school students not just 11th and 12th grades.
Class sizes under 22 K-5. Hiring teachers with multiple years of experience.
Continue to have smaller class size,
Continue with the strong teacher to student ratio!!! Love the use of aids in the classrooms.
Don’t over pack the classrooms.
For students to have an acceptable student to teacher ratio
For students to teacher ratio to remain how it currently is.
Good student teacher ratio and adding 5\6 intermediate
Keep class sizes low and continue to make us feel welcome.
I hope we can retain our quality staff and keep class to teacher ratio low.
I hope we continue a low student to teacher ratio.
Class size is important.
I hope we keep the student/teacher ratio low.
I want class sizes to remain small. We chose MV because it was smaller than surrounding communities. I would prefer
not to fill it up with people who don’t live here trying to escape the same situation. We moved here for that reason. We
need to provide quality education to our in district kids.
I want to continue to see a good ratio of teachers to students. I don't want to see student numbers growing and staff
numbers staying stagnant.
Also smaller class sizes
I would love to see the classrooms stay under 21-22 students per class. More than that is unnecessary and doesn’t
help the learning environment.
I would hope that we could maintain the lower student to teacher ratio we currently have. Hopefully the residents in the
district will partner with the school during this growth.
Just to make the class sizes reasonable in all grades
Keep child to teacher numbers low, to meet child needs.
Keep class sizes small.
Keeping student-teacher numbers low to provide the best education we can.
Low class sizes
low classroom sizes, increased administrative support for teachers in order to hold parents more accountable rather
than cower to all their demands,
Low student to teacher ratio
Maintain good student teacher ratios
Maintaining low teacher to student ratio,
Keeping lower student pernteacher ratios
My hope is to keep classroom size on average 20:1
My main hopes for the schools are...
to adjust the buildings so that the classroom size stays below 30.
One reason I chose MV over HSE schools was because of this great community and lower class sizes. I would like the
class sizes to remain low, and
Smaller actual class sizes not mathmatically derived calculations. The chart presented a skewed view .. if the increase
was trully as significant in classroom teachers the cladd soze average would be tiny ..but without the specifics on those
‘adds’ the numbers do not ring true. It also did not take the disolving of Joint Services into account and how that
impacted budget and how those costs are not fully recoverable but are required.
Smaller class sizes especially at the HS
Keep class sizes low.
Student teacher ratio so classes our smaller
Sustain the classroom ratio and small school feel. Keeping up with technology and children’s needs.
Sustain the student to teacher ratio. Keeping class sizes small has a significant impact on early learning, specifically at
the elementary level. We moved to this community due to the smaller class sizes but have seen them increase this
year and it is very concerning.
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That as enrollment increases we will still be able to provide the student teacher ratio we currently have while being able
to expand the types of classes we offer.
That class size remain under 30. That the student/teacher ratio remain as it was graphed/shown at the meeting.
The class size can remain smaller and give every student equal opportunity to succeed.
To continued to keep the student/teacher ratio at a good level.
To maintain the good level of teacher to student ratio I don’t want it to get over crowded. I believe you would have to
build another school or add on to the high school in order to keep the #’s correct.
Very important to keep teacher to student ratio
I love to see that parent and staff input has been taken into consideration. This has been a nice change.
My hope is that the communities voice matters. Too many times you hear of districts taking votes for misc. things and
the board votes the complete opposite. So my hope is for transparency and open minds.
Thank you for taking the time to gather parents thoughts regarding these changes and decisions. I appreciate the
active listening and time to get information from the community.
Thanks for a great meeting tonight. Appreciate all the hard work and dedication to our MV school system.
I am really interested in getting your thoughts about how the faith community can be involved in the future growth and
cooperation with the school system.
That communication is kept imperative and the opinions of everyone is respectfully considered based on a diversified
community not just one perspective
Continue to hold students and families to the high standards and values that have been long-standing in the district.
A successful and collaborative community of students, parents, families, staff, and community members ensuring
successful and happy students.
I really want to improve the community options (town center ) to draw in more tax dollars and
Continue to add opportunities for students that we have not yet implemented. (I.e., lacrosse, Orchestra, 5th grade
sports)
Additional athletic programs available.
I hope to see school activities and sports remain readily available to students without only encouraging the elite;
especially at the elementary and middle school level.
With the increase of student enrollment, it’s important to ensure we are giving our best to the established students and
families.
maintaining plenty of clubs/activity/sports for all students that desire to be involved to have the opportunity.
more clubs, more sports
Never again w pay to play. Keep funding arts. Band option for kids that don’t want marching band
continued accessibility to academic, club, and sports activities despite growth.
In all seriousness though, keep enough clubs and groups that my kids can still be involved and won’t get lost in the
shuffle is my hope.
increased administrative support for teachers in order to hold parents more accountable rather than cower to all their
demands,
All students are provided with best possible environment that encourage optimal learning opportunities.
For kids to be a name and not a number
Healthy, happy kids. Thinking through what truly is best for our kids. Staying on top of their mental health by keeping
parents informed and involved.
I DO NOT want our district to become an HSE or Fishers and redistrict kids multiple times.
I feel that our schools are a great path currently. A continuing push to make schools safe & fun learning environment is
very important.
I grew up in a district our current size. It felt small enough I did not feel lost. I feel our district has that same feeling.
My hope is that as we grow we can keep that small size feeling
I hope MV continues to regard themselves as a school people WANT to attend and do everything possible to attract
staff that is capable of giving our children the best education/experiences possible. I would love to keep the smaller
school feel but understand that with growth and excitement of the area, comes more kids and families. I just hope MV
keeps the respect and dignity of the small school feel and doesn't not get messy.
I hope that MVCSC core values do not change. I have worked in Carmel and HSE districts, and I can say the
community feel and staff love that is felt here is what pushed me to come work for this district.
I hope that we are able to celebrate our diversity as a school system.
I hope we don't get so large that there isn't a sense of community. \
I moved here because I wanted to live in a town that felt like family and felt small outside of the city. I am worried that
the more this town grows and school grows we will lose that small town feel.
I want my child to attend a school district that is deeply rooted in their community and invested in providing world class
educational experiences and oportunities for ALL learners.
I would hope with the growth that MV maintains the close community feeling it currently has. Coming from LT, there
was a disconnect between all the schools, almost a rivalry and competition, when it should be one corporation.
I would like to see the educational environment contained to one large campus. And one high school campus.
If we have to grow bigger then to be certain to add more opportunities to our students as a trade off to losing the “
more persons experience” of a smaller school.
Maintain the same level of commitment to the students and better embrace the organizations that support the schools
like the Optimist club that include all kids not cater to travel sports programs that are more elitist
Maintain the spirit and direction of the MVCC as highlighted on the video.
More diversity in both leadership and student body. Better teacher pay to be more in line or better than neighboring
districts.
It would also help to include diversity trading amount students as Mt Vernon becomes more diverse
My hope is that MVCS appreciate and celebrate cultural differences and become more proactive in recruiting and hiring
more culturally diverse staff members, My dream is that students will seek to become life long learner because of the
educational experiences received at MVCS.
My hopes is to maintain the smaller feel that invests in our students! I don’t want to feel like a corporate institution
similar to a college or other larger school community. We moved here specifically for the smaller schools from
Brownsburg. We’re looking forward to the continued growth and doing so with community input. The growth is a
testament to the school board and community as a whole and we are proud to be here!!
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Change is inevitable, but we chose this district because of the smaller community feel. Are there ways to maintain that?
That my children have a safe and nurturing environment to thrive and learn. Low numbers of students per classroom
teacher.
That students can learn in a comfortable and safe learning environment and not feel overwhelmed by the size and poor
planning of the past. Build buildings based on learning not based on sports.
That we retain a small school environment
To consider that MV is sought after due to its small environment and not lose sight of keeping size under control while
still providing a great education and experience.
To maintain the atmosphere we currently have. Student friendly
to make priority enrollment those in the community and without criminal record
We find the best option for students to be better prepared for their future grade. Making sure they have role models to
show them how to behave.
We have been happy with the attention to student learning and hope that won’t change as we grow . We moved from a
larger school district because of a job and intentionally chose MVCSC because it was smaller and a good program.
We like the district because of the smaller size and the down to earth people and community. It’s not the monster that
HSE is. If possible, it would be great to try to keep that community and “small town” feel as the size grows. Easy
request right ;) you asked for dreams!
We moved out of HSE's district in order to send our children to MV. We feel that MV has a small town feel, with a
strong community focus, where all the students feel like they know one another. Our family would love to see those
factors remain constant in spite of the growth. To be frank, if a family is looking for a "large" school, one of the most
prestigious in the state is right next door (HSE). MV's advantage over HSE is that it is smaller, and therefore can offer
the familiarity and connection that a huge school cannot.
Always build larger cafeterias than what you think you need, so you don’t end up with too many lunch periods. I’ve
seen this happen at many schools!!
Fully utilize all buildings before building another school.
Seeing a 4 next to HVAC and fresh air is terrifying. I hope that you make this a priority for our buildings.
Build buildings that meet 21st century skills
That we decentralize the location of our school buildings.
Need to build a Elementary School, put 5th and 6th grade back over to Fortville Elementary.
I hope we can start this process before we experience any overcrowding.
I want to be cautious with our growth.
I would recommend looking at local school districts such as HSE and Westfield who have sustained increasing student
enrollment each year in large numbers. I would hope MV would reach to administration in those districts to ask what
was done right, wrong and if they could something over, what would it be. I
If we faction our schools’ grade levels too much, we will break up siblings that could be in the building together. That
would mean less sibling support and comfort level. Also, separate schedules and programs would put more of a
logistics burden on parents.
It will be difficult to manage growth/classrooms/finances, but I do trust that the district is in good hands. I'm happy that
we are looking ahead and planning versus being overcrowded and behind the gun to get something done.
My hopes and dreams are that we have a solid plan to address future growth and enrollment so that my children and
students can thrive at Mt. Vernon. I hope that educational programs do not suffer.
Open an Intermediate School, based upon the enrollment projections and building capacities, the middle school is soon
to be full and the elementary schools are not far behind.
Proactively planning for growth and utilizing a referendum when necessary.
Stability and sustainable growth
The district needs to be proactive and grow in a positive way. Look to the future as an opportunity not a necessity.
MV can be a leader as long as we have good role models. MV has changed and is growing our staff needs supporting
growing as well.
To continue on the same path while there is constant growth with new opportunities and programs. This meeting was
awesome
Utilize legislative strategies to limit out of district transfers
Be open minded to possibilities
Adding another elementary school to the district.
Create an elementary or intermediate school north of railroad tracks. I feel this would help your transportation budget
and traffic congestion going back and forth
I would anticipate another redistricting at some point (we were impacted by the first one). While I realize those are
"growing pains" of a booming community (see Fishers), it also feels unfair to those families who are residents of the MV
district, and in many cases decided to move here because of the great schools.
I dread that we will end up with students being shuffled around and redistricted to other schools away from what they
are used to and friends that they have made. I realize that there may come a point when new schools need to be
added which is inevitable. If the property size allows at our current schools, I would prefer to see additions made to
current schools first to accommodate growth. We moved to this district because I heard the horror stories from families
within HSE district where their kids went to a different school almost every year through elementary, etc because of
redistricting.
As we have recently moved our family out of district, we hope mt vernon will continue to allow those out of district
students to continue to attend. This subject is very important to our family as our children are rooted in this district
without care that we live two miles east of district line.
I really hope we continue the focus on helping every student learn at a high level and the wide variety of learning paths
that are offered..
A mind set of growth, and to continue that growth.
Continued focus on student education vs time on standardized tests, 75% 100% plan that can be adjusted if
assumptions are wrong
Focus on academics, core curriculum.
Meet goals for children
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My dream would be for MVCSC to continue to offer a high quality education to all students even as the corporation
grows.
My hope is for MVCS to be an academic powerhouse
I would love for the elementary schools to adopt a more comprehensive reading and writing program, such as The
Units of Study by Lucy Calkins, to ensure rigorous instruction for all students.
Stay focused on the student individual needs and educational outcomes.
That ALL students have a chance to find and explore their strengths and weaknesses while maintainig a strong
traditional curriculmn.
That we offer a strong and exciting path for all students, including high Academic students
To continue helping students achieve
To not compromise excellence,
A good education.
Reduced tuition (Pre-School?)
More cultural options i.e. foreign language and exchange student programs
Consider dropping the balanced school calendar as it put additional stress on parents to locate child care for students.
As a dual parent home with an elementary student, and with almost for weeks vacation in a professional career, we find
it hard to juggle the additional weeks off between us as well as find time for family in between. Thank you
Additional language opportunities in elementary
Classes such as home economics, financial education, small engine repair,
Continue to expand educational opportunities and advance placement opportunities for all students
Continue to focus on helping to make our children marketable in a global market. Begin Spanish in elementary school.
Technology will continue to be at the core in the future. More focus on academics.
Continue to grow technology and higher educational opportunities.
Continue great programming,
Continued growth and addition learning opportunities. Expanded curriculum of extracurricular classes available.
Hope is that we can sustain the many programs offered currently through the loss of the increment years and dream is
to add more advanced technology and vocational programs to the curriculum without sacrificing faculty salaries or
eliminating positions.
Hopes the we extend programming for exceptional students at all levels especially middle school. We are not doing
enough at the middle school level to prepare them for honors and ap classes at high school
I did not hear enough about academics. This felt like a thinly-veiled ploy for a referendum in the future.
Are you investigating OERs and making sure that Mt. Vernon students are digitally and information literate?
increase families moving in for ADM dollars. Keep expanding programs and learning labs- hands on approaches,
maker spaces and engineering
I think it would be great to partner with colleges for a senior high where all or most classes they take are cross over 100
level classes. From a regionally accredited university.
more advanced choices for middle school students. Right now the middle school only offers advance classes for Math
and English. I would like to see advanced classes in Science and Social Studies as my student is not challenged in
these areas. Advance PE is a wonderful option this year. She loves it!
I’m not sure of the logistics whatsoever, but I know some districts offer magnet schools. I just would like to see more
true personalized learning and finding student strengths and having programs in place to help them develop.
Incorporating a dual language or full language immersion program starting at the preschool/elementary school grade
level. The existing international student exchange program would complement a program such as that quite well, and
present a unique set of opportunities for both visiting students/staff and existing MVCSC students/staff. Thank you for
your efforts. I look forward to hearing the tentative plan in a few months!
Increase student voice and opportunities for real world problem solving
Keep the 4 block schedule at our high school,
Maintaining or increase academics, dual/AP opportunities, arts electives, and community initiatives at MV schools
Mentoring programs for our students. Keeping lower student pernteacher ratios
More AP learning opportunities
provides (vocational, technical and college prep )
for all of the art programs to remain, if not grow.
My hope would be that as students grow and if it is a diversified growth that the curriculum would also grow and
become more diversified.
To assure that the funding for the Arts Program will not be cut and to possibly head a volunteer like myself to gather
grants and funds to strengthen the Arts Program throughout the district.
Staff for all grade levels increasing certified teachers. Vocational classes in district without sending students to other
district schools.
Maintain student access to resources and programs, not just the availability of the programs but the percentage of
students who can or are participating...highly engaged.
Strings program at middle/high school and potential for a Pre-K through 14 school with collaboration with commuter or
branch colleges.
Sustain growth, allow our students greater opportunities, while managing the retention of information.
I LOVE that we have an aviation class, how cool is that? I always would want the arts to remain as important as stem,
not everyone wants to be an engineer.
those that may not be academic focused but may be a great with his or her hands...offering a trade school within the
district
The only thing I dislike about this school district at this time is that elementary goes early and middle and high are later.
I feel allowing the older kids go to school later takes away the urgency of life skills they will need in the future.
Middle school is 7th and 8th grade.
To provide a possible middle school, or high school within the Mt. Comfort area.
I also would like to see the advanced classes and extra curricular activities continue as it looks like you’re already doing
a good job offering variety there.
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Longer summers and more traditional calendar. Shorter fall and spring breaks. Kids with two parent working families
have inconsistency with breaks when parents need to find childcare that is not offered free or cheap during fall and
Programming
spring breaks.
Programming
Able to not have large transitions that hurts current students experiences
I want our students to get the correct amount of support in a safe environment. The current middle school is not safe
Safety
for students. The halls are too small. The glass classrooms are unsafe. It really bottlenecks traffic in those halls.
Safety
A True no bullying policy.
Safety
Additionally, safety is everyone's #1 concern.
Safety
A safe and fun environment for students to learn and thrive
Better learning environment. I hear about weekly altercations at the high school and drug dogs...that isn’t the kind of
Safety
environment I want my kids in.
Special education would continue to evolve to keep current with student needs and the management of 504s, IEPs and
Special Educationevaluations will be monitored closely to guarantee students are receiving their minutes and additional accommodations.
Special EducationMore work put into special ed
Special Educationopportunities that challenges all students (Special Ed included)
To also make sure the Special Eduction Department does not lose funding and to see the strand strengthen in
Special Educationresources.
Special Education Department needs more resources for students with special needs. We need teachers and support
Special Educationstaff as we are seeing more students with special needs enter our school corporation.
Competitive salaries to keep great teachers and hire great teachers with experience. Some great candidates have had
Staffing
to decline due to low salaries.
Staffing
Continue hiring and training quality teachers.
Staffing
quality educators
Staffing
Continued excellence in teaching
Diversity and more competitive teacher pay. We need to attract and retain the best teachers in central Indiana. This
Staffing
cannot be accomplished by "lowballing" teachers who are the backbone of this outstanding school corporation.
Dreams: appreciated and supported teachers and staff who encourage a life-long love for learning and literacy in our
Staffing
students.
Find ways to keep good teachers while encouraging the less effective teachers to find other opportunities, so kids have
Staffing
the best teachers.
Staffing
Higher teachers with experience, not just new and less expensive teachers.
I hope that sustaining the quality teachers that MVCSC currently employees stays at the forefront of the administration’
s mind. I also hope programs and resources within schools (like licensed and valued librarians at the secondary level)
are kept to help teachers and students within our schools. My dream is that my son who is currently in elementary
school and my daughter who is a future MV student will have access to the same quality education that is currently
Staffing
offered at MV, and the quality of the education will not diminish while the enrollment numbers increase.
I hope that we will sustain a low student to teacher ratio as we growth.
Staffing
I hope the high school changes to a new schedule as block 4 is not the best schedule for students. I hope that we get
enough teachers to actually get our classes under 25. I hope teacher salaries actually become comparable to other
schools in our area. I hope our students get their elective classes back and do not spend 1/4 of their day in study halls.
Staffing
I hope we find a substitute situation that does not include 10 classes of students all in one auditorium.
I hope that we start removing additional, non-educational burdens from the shoulders of teachers so they can spend
Staffing
time actually teaching and engaging with students in meaningful ways.
Staffing
high quality teachers paid competitively to attract and retain,
Identifying those staff members that are not meeting expectations. Evaluation process still seems to keep all staff
Staffing
regardless.
I would love to see a high class library media center in each building with a certified staff librarian. We are doing our
children a disservice with ten dollar and hour assistants running our libraries. Teachers deserve the support as well.
Staffing
Having the library aide all over the building doing other tasks makes it impossible to do the job well.
Staffing
Since my children graduated, the number of administrators has increased exponentially.
Staffing
I heard that there was a plan to cut one of the librarians; this would be a mistake.
Staffing
I'd also like to see a continued increase in teacher pay.
I would like to see diversity amongst the teaching staff, school board, and the office of the Superintendent. The world
is different than what the kids are exposed to here so they need to experience that.
Staffing
I’d love if pay for teachers was an incentive to KEEP great teachers here for the kids. We are losing people and that is
Staffing
disheartening.
Staffing
Increase staff
offer pay comparable to schools equal in size instead of us being one of the lower paid districts, be sure to cut the fat
Staffing
on all levels and not just the bottom.
Staffing
Better teacher pay to be more in line or better than neighboring districts.
Staffing
More diversity within staff is needed to make and students.
Staffing
More pay for educators.
Staffing
More teachers... more pay for staff
Staffing
Pay raises for teachers and all staff.
Provide enough staff-and benefits - to keep good staff. Teachers should be paid their years experience, not capped at
a certain number. We NEED to keep good teachers and staff to service our students. A lot of staff members are
Staffing
moving to other townships due to their pay and or benefits. This has to change.
Quality education, favorable teacher/student ratio, responsible common sense fiscal planning and execution, plans for
staff talent retention and recruiting
Staffing
AB
That teachers will continued to be supported and not experience a pay freeze. With teachers being supported this
includes teachers furthering their education (masters) and getting paid appropriately based on this. As student growth
goes up so does students provided with special education. Teachers need to be given trainings and PD’s to deal with
Staffing
these students, along with the appropriate support and action plans in place.
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That we pay our staff more so that we can hire and retain highly qualified staff.
That you hire more administrators, teachers and staff from outside the system, and not connected to the legacy MV'ers
to create a more fair, less nepotistic environment.
The continuation of strong teacher support.
The single greatest impact on economic development is the education of the workforce. We can continue to attract the
best and brightest teachers by being creative. Places like Indianapolis have created teacher housing to assist with
teacher salaries. Other communities have offered forgivable loans for teachers who move to the district and stay for
five years. This could be done in conjunction with the county, the town and the school.
Also, accounting for diversity (among staff) would be great! How can we be progressive with inclusivity in our
community?
We maintain the current levels of success without putting additional burdens on our teachers. We can not afford to
drive good educators out of our district or the profession.
With the growth of MV I would hope to see a more diverse staff, specifically teachers and leaders.
You HAVE to provide enough support staff to carry out these plans. At times, there is not enough support to carry out
these things-assistants, custodians, secretaries, etc.
The chrome books have been highly beneficial to the students and I fee the 4 year plan for that is spot on.
I hope we ease off on technology and stop substituting ckicking on "educational programs" with actual, good teaching.
Keep utilizing technology and advancing in that direction.
move away from 1-to-1 as a primary mechanism for teaching and use it instead as a supplement. The technology is
not necessarily proving to be better for students when it comes to comprehension.
Keeping up with technology and children’s needs.
Continue to tightly monitor out of district enrollment.
Continue to value the transfer families that have invested in this community over the past years.
Control number of transfer students
Current Transfer students continue to be considered and valued as a part of the MV community. As parents, we have
invested time building relationships and invested money into our community, programs and schools. We LOVE MV
and continue to stand strong with our community!
Enrollment -- Realizing it's a sensitive subject... it would seem doing away with out of district enrollment altogether
would make a lot of sense in managing the rapid growth of the district.
Look at leasing an out of district building where transfer students could enjoy Mt Vernon curriculum loser to their homes
I would like to see fewer transfer students into our schools.
I would also like to see all current transfers in good standing be able to stay since a lot of them don’t know any
different. Also- some moved out of district once it was passed.
If transfer students end, I'd like all current transfer students to be grandfathered in.
consider limiting new out of district transfers into our schools as we continue our growth.
Air conditioned busses.
Air conditioned buses

